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tire. The veto message is the third
tho public peace,,
tlie governor
Ibis session,
having
health and safety, and shall therefore
vetoed tho county salaries bill and the
take effect Immediately upon its pas-- !
biil to give four house members $."(IH
that it
sage and approval, provided
additional attorney fees. The veto
vole of each
be passed by a
message is as follows:
house, but if passed by less than a
To the Honorable Speaker and Memvote of each house, it shall
bers of the House of Representathen take effect ninety days after the
tives, Santa Fe, X. M.:
adjournment of the legislature.
Gentlemen
Tlie house also passed H. II. No.:
return herewith without my np-by Major Llewellyn An act fu
mm am
u a
m
proval House Bill No. 121, entitled
ug the time for public officials to keep
"An act relative to Salaries of District
The hours designate
cf'ices open.
are between !) a. m. and 1:30 p. in
Attorneys."
ON
WORKING
The salaries of district attorneys in
with the usual luncheon hour. Ther" SOME REPUBLICANS
various judicial districts of the
the
was a lively debate over the measure
OLD
FROM
DEPARTURE
MEASURE,
it
to
amend
wanted
are fixed in this bill as follows: HIS RESIGNATION AS CHAIRMAN OF STATE CENTRAL COMMITTEE IS NOT
state
Mr.
INHogers
OIL
COAL
CONTINUE
ATTEMPT ON PART OF MAJOR LLEWELLYN TO
One county, ?2"."0.
ibat documents could be filed at any
PROVIDING SIX CLASSIFICATIONS
ACCEPTED AND HE AND OTHER OFFICIALS ARE GIVEN VOTE OF THANKS
One county, $IOno.
HIS VALIANT EF- hour but so that persons could n( f
DOWN BY HOUSE DESPITE
VESTIGATION IS VOTED
AND LOWER
and in three couu- One county,
att a marriage license at any hour.
FOR GOOD WORK DONE IN LAST CAMPAIGN.
dozen other amendments were offer'?
FORTS BUT IT CALLS FORTH NEW FACTS FROM LINCOLN MAN.
ties $ r(Hj each.
tut the bill finally passed in origi.ir.i'
The salary of the attorney general
for in.
AGREEMENT MAY
of the state is fixed in the constitution
.i
The house consumed half an hour
at $IO(iii, and he has to reside in Santa NEW MEXICAN'S POLICY PRAISED;
iMHling H. B. No. 7!l, by Mr. Sanchez
BE REACHED Fe and devote his entire time to the
YET
MR. TOOMBS THINKS PEOPLE ARE
act requiring initenuit vendors
duties of that office. Tlie district!
to pay a license. When Mr. Clirisma.'.
HOT SHOTS FIRED AT OLD GUARD.
receive a salary of $1500 each
judges
wonM
wood
discovered
that
NOW
peddlers
ENTITLED TO SOMETHING
,pB bm f(. ,.,
and' are expected to devote their en-a year en, 1.:, 0
I.uve to pay some
pd
thp
lire time to the office and are neees-- i
wasm waned and the i.ill was lost on
.,
,, .,
.,,..
precuded from practice In the;
sarily
t vi te of 21 to 21, Mr.
PROGRESSIVE EPIGRAMS.
be agreed upon in both houses and 'courts, as is also the attorney general;
tinas
was
vas
Mr.
Blanchard
canting
speake
This
officiating
to
stated,
bill,
LOST One perfectly new, up
has been
"The Santa Fe New Mexican under its present ownership
passed before the end of tlie session o'' the state.
vote.
was
of
and
board
one
the
codding
one
tints
requested by
date emergency clause, at
should the governor veto the bill
a great work in the interest of decent politics and clean government in
doing
attor
for
district
Besides
ACTION
the
MABRY
WANTS
salary
state.
to
the
attached to a bill to abolish the af.y.c surpassing importance
which passed Saturday, as his friends
ON THOSE AMENDMENTS
their actual traveing expenses; this state.
inof coal oil inspector which left tin; The records show that the bill was
"It has torn off the MASK OF HYPOCRISY, in certain quarters, and has
confidently believe he will. The new are paid by the state. They are in no
M
this
senate
the
In
morning,
furhouse in good repair and has n't troduced February 21 and that it camt
M 1'J 1'KRS
and
discussed
was
bill
agaiiibt
Sunday
held
was!
up to the public gaze CURTAIN OFFFNDING
it
to
their
know
from conducting
why
Mabry demanded
since been seen. Anyone having ai.y from tlie Judiciary committee.
ot way prevented
some
in
matters.
about
by
talked
.
ther
honorable
today
political
dealings
be-comthat: Mr. llfeld, chairman of the
in the courts; in fact,
civil
of
his
a
practice
minor
for
whereabouts
of
The
the
measure, except
knowledge
Other Republicans, Mug district
"Every honest man should support such a policy in a newspaper.
on constitutional ameiulnioitt.-i- the Republicans.
jn.itu-attorney is an advantage
amendment will confer a favor tipcn change, is as follows:
ii is said, decline, as yet, to agree to
Legislature now in session is controlled by reactionaries
'lad
not
resolutions
civil
advance
their
does
embody
reported
and
usualy
one, W. E. Blanchard, of Arabela, Un Be It Enacted by the Legislature of
tlie new bill while some of
aided and assisted by certain well known PROFKSSION-Aor
state-widdirect
support
standpatters,
prohibition,
ing
practice.
coin county, New Mexico; preBent ad
the State of New Mexico:
to it.
are
who are known to be tlie hired instruments of the SPK- Democrats
tlie
opposed
re1
IjOBUYISTS
and
of
election
initiative
senators,
Now if th sums allowed the va-- !
Section 1. The state board of equaldress, care house, legislature now in
Tin. now hill would have si- class!
CIA!- - INTKRESTS, and certain (HKl'OKA
iu.s in inis state,
forms
recall
and
orendum
and
other
session.
ization shall meet on the second Mon- o'.'
r...t
i.,t,..,,i ,.p nim ..u im,w ii,H!rions district itlornsys is lo be con
we further condemn said reactionaries and standpatters who
He char
legislation.
piogressive
one
j
that
to
umiuestion-inconceivable
any
seems
net
it
It being
nn;
election law, for
day of Jauary of each year for the tC that the committee bad agreed old bill and it would seek to shave off
control the present legislature for not passing . a primary
, ,
i
possessed of sound judgment, bIiouIl1 purpose of fixing the assessed valua- upon
a trille all down I"'''" that most, of them are too high.) not passing a law providing ...
tor a simple i.ii
salaries
ami
nonesi
the
on
of
matte"!
all
oaiioi,
county
eimmna,
these
reports
emeran
have any particular use for
expected that they w.U bur;!
tion upon the following property, and except tho direct election of senator si m,u ii
Tho monsore todav. was If it
we further condemn said combination of reactionaries and stand"And
gency clause, the strange disappa ill! tlie manner nereiuarter proviueu. Hid that the
assistants from this sum to help in the
miiiorily had prepare I onlv in tentative form but it will
patters, for their effort to increase the taxes of the people by providing
mice of such an article of legislation 'Such board shall ascertain the true
discharge of the duties of the olflce unwarranted and excessive salaries for the county otlieers in til is state
and
be
introduced
action.
and
anyhow
desired
probably
minority reports
,
as related by Mr. Dlnnchard in
in
..
li sliould
my opini.-separate
value of all property belonging to
we invite all persons who believe ill the great principles tor
Mr. Holt, explained for Mr. llfeld, an effort made to secure an agree- house this morning during the attemp,
the salary of the district attorney and which our
express, sleeping car, telegraph, thai; it was "out of courtesy to the ment on it later.
stands to join us in an effort to redeem this state from
ti
party
to
resurrect
of Major Llewellyn
"
or assistants.
or other transportation or Kepublicun majority in the senate"
MEN
il Is said that of his assistant
telephone,
HISKElTTAIil.E
of
clutches
a
bill
the
to
such
Should
pass,
added
lias
coal oil inquiry,
greatly
used by such that these important matters were; an effort would be made by a new believe that this is (he correct
transmission
companies,
sensathe
a mystery that is one of
and that the taxoavers have a
were aired. Dr.
companies in the operation of their being held up. Mr. Holt said tint the; coalition, to induce the governor to
Despite bis protests that he did not most of the officers
tions of the present seFsion.
to know whom they are paying wish
tele-- I
;
confer-car,
a
right
desired
further
sleeping
express,
railroad,
measj
to
the
tlie office former Governor M- Dora F. Thomas, Progressive candiRepublicans
lend executive approval
emergency
No one knew that an
for the work done in the district at tor iguel A. Otero has hi en unanimously date for
lines or other trans jence upon these matters before decid-- i ure.
presidential elector, from
clause was missing until Major Lle- graph, telephone
or transmission line, and ling what action to take. Mi. Mabry
ney's office.
tochairman of llie Progressive Roswell, arose and stated that Santa
portation
noon
hour
the
at
announced
bill which passed
Saturday
The
wellyn
with
net
$mU00
me
to
seems
that
It
of
shall ascertain the true value
range inadvertently referred to the "confer- was enrolled and engrossed this mornFe being the capital should bo tho
slate central committee.
day that there would be a session 1 of
traveling expenses paid would be
p. cattle, horses, sheep and goats and tnce" as a "caucus'' whereat Mr. Holt
of tlie governor to seat oi government and lie said he lor
offthe special coal oil committee at
The
the
and
legislative
signed
by
ing
ample compensation for any district
other live stock throughout the state, told him there was a wide difference! icials. It
while
in.
probably will get to the gov- attorney in the state, with some pro-- fill this important post took place one opposed changing horses
beHe moved is hereby given 'power and authority and that he should be more circum- ernor this afternoon or tonight.
tlie present stream. Other
Mr. Toombs objected.
delivered
several
crossing
after
speeches
in his language. Mr. Barth like- vision for the employment of an as
that the committee report "progress ' to summon and administer oaths to sptct
fore the state central committee Progressives followed suit and after
resistant or assistants.
was
Otero
and that it be discharged from fur witnesses and examine persons and v. Ise demanded to know about the
held a lengthy session at Pro- much debate Governor
which
I am, respectfully
yours,
ther consideration of the case on the papers in connection with their duties. ports on those matters. TheMr.subject
Holt
Sec. 3. When such true values are finally was dropped when
wiij.iam c. Mcdonald,
grounds that under the opinion of the
assured the minority mem- Governor.
attorney general, the state could no' finally determined, and not later than virtually
'
Mr. tlie first day of February of each year, bers that they could "hope" for the
recover any money anyhow.
tomorrow.
liogers asked him if it were not equal- it shall be the duty of said board to reports
WILSON SENDS
FOR
ly true that the attorney general had fi.v a valuation upon all such property SENATOR PAGE
DIRECT ELECTION, TOO.
held that an investigation into the oi for the purpose of taxation, of thirty-threNOMINATIONS
It Is apparent that before Ihe legis-rice, once ornamented by Malaquie.'
and
per centum of the
TO THE SENATE!
adjourns, Senator Page intends
Martinez, was perfectly proper.
true value thereof so ascertained, and jlature
to go the limit with progressive legis-- j
hi to
hurled
Then Mr. Blanchard
to
same
the
the
immediately certify
any of the!
D. C,
bomb. He said that there was even n board of county commissioners of the jiation arid
March 10.
Washington,
more important matter for the com- several counties of tlie state in which island patelement. This morning, he
Nominations sent to the senate today
el-tlie debate on the direct
- Mitcte to inver.tigittn if it iv't liko-iby President; Wilson included the fob
said property is situated, mid such lection of senators
pending before the!
Then he told the story valuation
vestigating.
and
lowing:
so
fixed
certified,
when
BE
TO
.committee on constitutional amend- EXECUTIVE HOLDS THAT SUM
ot the missing emergency clause in all
First assistant, postmaster general,
shall be final and binding upon all meats in the senate by calmly Intro-its horror.
IS EX- Daniel C. Roper, of South Carolina.
OFFICIALS
officials throughout the state,
THESE
PAID
taxing
Xo.
Senate
Resolution
Joint
a
Mr.
to
bit
jduclng
Blanchard,
According
Third assistant postmaster general,
and they shall have no power to alter 20 Providing for the direct election
WITH
passed the last legislative house ab-.
COMPARED
M. Dockery, of Missouri.
AS
CESSIVE
Alexander
same
in
the
or
any
particular.
change
senators
!of
of
an
a
and
ratification
olishing the office of coal oil
assistant
postmaster generFourth
4.
valuation
The
Sec.
upon
placed
amendment to the federal constitution
To make the measure more emOTHERS.
I. lllakeslee, of PennsylvaJames
al,
be
shall
by operative for that purpose. The introduction of!
phatic and realistic, the house ha1: railroad property
uia.
mile so this resolution caused a mild sensa-- '
pinned thereto, one full grown, activo divisions and the amount per
United States judge, District of
Ition
all
include
fixed
belongshall
resolution!
iu
senate.
property
tho
salaries
The
the
and
that
the
clause
proposed
passed
emergency
Holding
Porto
Kico, Peter J. Hamilton of Ala-- j
and
con-!
to
railroad
on
was
such
to
company
the
referred
under
same
l
The
committee
time.
to
the
whole works at
to be paid
ing
district attorneys
bama.
railroad.
its
of
in
comused
the
w
tLe
the bill went to the senate, pass-iare excessive hen
operation
jslitutional amendments in the senate, H. C. No.
These new measures were introduc-- : pared to the salary paid the attorney
Commissioner of labor statistics,
senate and went to the governor. But
Sec. 5. The boards of county com
! Charles
P. Neill, of the District ot
somewhere between the senate, tho missioned of the several counties cd in the senate today:
gov-tho
to
district
and
judges,
general
S. B. No. 207
the shall meet on the second Monday of
house and the executive office,
Relative to the filing ernor this afternoon vetoed the meas- emergency clause disappeared and it February of each year and shall pro- and recording of chattel mortgages.
was this mysterious mystery that ceed in like manner as the state board
Senate Joint Resolution No. 10, by
Mr. Blanchard wanted the coal oi: of equalization to ascertain the true 'the committee
on
constitutional
committee to probe. According to Mr, value of
Providing that state of-- j
property of different classes amendments
clauf.9
Blanchard, if the emergency
to taxation within their re- fleers may succeed themselves in of-was stolen, secreted, hidden, changed, subject counties other than
property lice if elected, thereby serving two
spective
tarn up or otherwise mutilated or
mentioned in section one hereof and terms. This resolution Would submit
then the guilty person had bee i
the
shall fix a valuation thereon for taxa- jan amendment to that effect to
state.
of
the
London, March in. King George Saunderton is about 31 miles from Longuilty of a felony. No opinion of th tion
people
thirty-threand
of
purposes
SUMNER COUNTY PEOPLE
attorney general could save; no rt
today opened the third session of the don.
per centum of the true valuation
port of progress could delay his obARE GETTING ACTIVE, present parliament after a prorogation
Two placards were found in tlie vi-- l
so
ascertained.
tain punishment.
A deluge of telegrams poured in on or only two days, the briefest recess cinity on which were
painted Hie
Sec. C. It shall be the duty of the .the senate committee this
But the house did not enthuse ove.'
to get even" and
on record. The opening was preceded words:
"Burning
morning
Mr. Blanchard's mystery.
In fact assessor of each county to list all Ifiom various points in the proposed
by the usual procession from Bucklng-jne- "Votes for Women."
there was not a single outburst of in property for taxation at the valuation
county of Sumner, all asking the! ham palace to Westminister hall, the
There was a notable demonstration
dignation at the apparent awful fat so fixed by said boards respectively; senate to pass the bill creating the 'center of the brilliant picture being
of
hostility against the suffragettes:
valuaof the emergency clause.
Provided, that all property the
county. One telegram and a register-- tiie great gilded glass roach drawn by Ly the vast throng gathered to see the
The house took the cold, calm view tion of which shall not have been spere-- ;
letter for each senator, came from tne famous Hanoverian
royal procession. The five women
of the matter, that the woods were cifically fixed by such boards shall be jed
the commercial club at. Ft. Sumner,
is to partici- - quired the protection ot a hundred po-- i
sole
whose
duty
horses,
full of emergency clauses and that one assessed by the assessor at the same
The senate this morning reported
licenian to keep back the mob, which
pttte j tueHe pageants.
or two being lost did not matter much proportionate and uniform valuation for action some
fifty bills from var-- j
The king.B spe0ch from the throne was exasperated by the recent outSo Mr. Blanchard's motion as fixed by said boards upon other jious committees.
t uyhow.
rtnlkan rages of the militants.
Among them were!,.
i,i0fw m th
was voted down and the motion by property.
a large number of house bills con'
of
earnest
desire
the
war,
Two other suffragettes were arrest- expressing
Mr. Toombs that the committee report
Sec. 7. The state board of equaliza- taining appropriations for roads and
to hasten the ed in the vicinity
of Marlborough
progress and quit, was endorsed bv tion and the boards of county commis- bridges, etc., all of which were unfav-o- i the European powers
L
conclusion of peace.
house and escaped rough handling;
the house.
ably reported.
counties shall
war the king said "r only through the energetic efforts of1
Balkan
tho
Of
The mystery of the missing erne.1 sioners of the several
The constitutional amendment prohold their first meeting
'
be the police.
'
Shouts of "Duck them!
am hopeful that, the consultation
"I
in.! 1H
fency clause will remain a mystery respectively
of complying with the posed by Mr. Page to elect officials tween the powers will enable them not into the lake with them!" brought tofor
the
purpose
the
in
coal
oil
ages; the
throughout
terms
for
two
A.
OTERO.
of
MIGUEL
fawas
GOVERNOR
FORMVR
years
only,
and fixing the
tak-it.only to secure a complete understand- gether a mob of .1,00(1, all bent, on
vtstigation has ceased to be. Bi t provisions of this act,
Who Has Been
be vorably reported, in the shape of a
Unanimously Chairman of the Progressive State
in justice to Major Llewellyn
be !t value of property for taxation to
among themselves, but to exer-- ing the women from the hands of
substitute.
Central
The
Committee.
Committee Tendered Him a Vote of Thanks
the
rolls
for
tax
the
listed
hasten-year
In
upon
the police.
tsid that he actually did ask the comSenate Joint Resolution No. 7 The else a beneflcient influence
Cause and Insisted That His ResignaIn
For
His
Work
the
Progressive
same
the
ten
within
after
days
mittee to meet at 1 p. m tod'iy. H 1913,
short ballot amendment, was unfavor ing the conclusion of the war."
Speaking in a music ball in the day.
tion as Chairman Be Not Accepted.
was Mr. Toombs who balked.
activto
of
Mr goes into effect. And It shall be the ably
first
referred
suffragette
Emmeline
The
Pankhurst
sign
;irg
reported.
Toombs said the session was drawing duty of the secretary of the state to
womens attempt to present pet!
H. B. Xo. 13ft AiimvW tromon tn itv during the royal procession, when
to a close and that there were many immediately certify a copy of this act hold
James
tions to the king. She said:
office received a favorable Uflv0,nen rushed from St.
public
headquarters Saturday night. forced to retain the office which he
more important matters to be con- to the boards of county commissioners renort.
"This perfectly constitutional ac- - gressive
nark opposite
house,!
Marlborough
election of officers came filled so well during the last campaign.
When
the
in
state.
the
sidered.
oi each county
by the women has been called an
while the royal coach was passing and tion
The chairman was authorized to
mho,i..
,
"M.
1.
v.nu
mw.
1...."
.m.i.v
"Uiciuui,
i. . A.
t.
.
IMPORTANT TAX BILL
Sec. 8. Said state board of equaliza- SUIT FOR NEARLY
.u
waivea pape.s. i .e,
, t he ,lwjire, to ,ift the burden name the other officers who will asvigorously
IS PASSED BY HOUSE. tion and said boards of county comMILLION AND A HALF. promptly surrounded by police and being made by interested politicians to. of the
chairmanship from his own sist him.
After a series of amendments had missioners shall have the same powdraw the king and queen into the quarSt. Louis, Mo., March 10. A suit fori hurried from the spot.
Besides tlie election of the chairto other shoulders and pleaded with
n?f41i lhi rnvorn.
.
hsivn
n
fol
,l
ih
been defeated, the house this morning ers and duties as boards of equaliza
u'rtmon
,i
oi ine
Anotner
pany
to
, the committee
his
other features of the meeting
man,
resignaaccept
W
BUT'TP
H.
B.
V
r
ISn
passed
.o. 227 which gives the tion as are now prescribed by law,
VIC, 8S
.
.
Omen,
ItrioH In" nronull! u lIHlltlOll the kllla US ttlCnt.
r. ,
beer today I.
.,.,..,,..
tn rtls.assnciniR tl,P nimrrp! fmm the tion. The reports that there had been
utate board of equalization power to except as herein otherwise provided. Blares district Court
a'
" ",lK"a"
Ben F. Edwards, president of ',e
criticism of Santa Feans holding
(Continued on page eight).
fix the value of property for taxation.
monarchy, and ffce petition had for
Sec. 9. This act is necessary for the against
me national Bank ot commerce, and
of
,
sole
the
attention
calling
object
. u ,.um
......-.- .j
C.enree ljlllB
lnrtn rflrolnn
th - l arliament and the public to the ser-- ;
of the bank for the alleged loss incur- as "searching the vaults" beneath
house 0l loudness of the situation
and
the
commons
house
of
red by the bank when it absorbed the
extract from the petition which
out since
Fourth National bank in December, lords, which has been carried
lCOo
Fawkes
to
in
bv Guv- ,
'the
1906.
, .
,,
majesty, says: "If law and order arei
f
i. attempt
U'J t,,c
"""I to be
In this realm, the'
.
which In later vears hn lieen DPrform- women must. .nave tne
votes
vote.
March 10. A window in the town was left intact.
Glasgow, Scotland,
manner.
10.
immoralmost
in
March
That
ed
a
MORE
TESTIMONY
perfunctory
Chicago,
GIVEN.
for women ,8 tne on
cm.e (op mjlj terrific
"MOVY" MACHINE
S
EXPLODES;
People walking on the streets were
explosion
today
dynamite
j
Senator Tossey aBked if Marshall
again was undertaken seriously today tancv
ity in a "state of mind" and is not due
SCORES ARE INJURED.
to the ground and many seriAyre-shirtown
in
of
wrecked
thrown
the
Irvine,
of
the
from
A party of Yeoman
guard
to a struggle for the necessities of Field & Co., could raise the mini- X VerinB, France, March 10. Ten
The miion (o whlch thp mi.mant
All
the inhabitants
not
is
The
number
of
dead
injured.
ously
yet
life which confronts the working girls mum wage of women to $2 a day S5 persons were fatally injured and Jk the Tower of London, went carefully suffraeettes belong issued tlie
known. It is said that the injured rushed from their homes in consterthe
by
accompanied
buildings,
ol this country and perhaps othe1" without raising prices of goods to the
..Tne
note.
pe-40 seriously
hurt in a panic
!ng
presentation of a
Tlie explosion oc- nation. The water front and the harone of the chief officials of parliament itition to the king and queen was no; number hundreds.
lands was the declaration of a wit consumer.
caused by the explosion of a mov- works at bor were masses of wreckage.
Nobel's
at
curred
explosive
could
"It
other
be
and
of
and
in
commission
ness before the vice
done," Simpson said,
police
The!
by inspectors
disrespect to their majesties.
ing picture apparatus in a small
There were three distinct exploFor
20
miles
from
Arder,
Glasgow.
"and
without
aim was to call the king's attention to
materially affecting the
Chicago today. The witness was none
upstairs theater last night. The St high functionaries.
followed by an immense colAll these made a thorough search the fact that there are in power min-fo- r a radius of several miles it had the sions,
other than Joseph Basch. second vice profits of the firm.
audience numbered 120. In the Si
umn
smoke two miles high.
of
of
a
force
destructive'
earthquake.
isters incapable of dealing with the
GeorgeL. Lytton vice president of S rush to get out the people chok- any lurking suffragettes.
president of Siegel, Cooper and comhad been recovered up
bodies
to
Six
was
shaken
town
The
of
Irvine
BURN DOWN STATION.
serious
minis
pany, which employs 1,250 girls, about the "Hub," next faced the. commised the stairway and many jump- - Si
situation,
present very
foundations.
houses, to a late hour this morning, while
bait of whom receive $8 a week or sion, with his back to the spectators. Sk ed from the windows. The fire SS
who are quite out of touch with its
Many
Ixmdon, March 10. Militant
less. Mr. Basch declared that in his Lieutenant Governor Barratt O'Hara, Si which followed the explosion was Si fragettes today set fire to the Saunder- - popular feeling in continuing to deny churches and public institutions were seven persons fatally hurt and a numton station of the Great Western rail-- women the elemental rights of
St promptly extinguished.
opinion but a small percentage of the
Ceilings fell everywhere, ber of others less seriously injured
destroyed.
(Continued on page four).
girls could be led Into vice.
and burned it to the ground, zenship."
partitions collapsed and scarcely a had been taken to hospitals,
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Pape's Diapepsin Gives In.
stant Relief and The
Relief Lasts

the enfeebled system readily
accepts any disease Nature's

resistant
NEW

Kvery year regularly more than a
million stomach sufferers in the Vnit- Get Our Prices On Flour and Potatoes.
ed States, England and Cflnada take
Pape's Diapepsin, and realize not only
immediate, but lasting relief,
This harmless preparation will di-- '
trout anvthinir you eat and overcome a
stomach
sour, gassy or
five minutes afterwords.
If your meals don't fit comfortably,
or what you eat lies like a lump of
lead in your stoaiach, or if you have
heartburn, that is a sign of indigestion.
t
Get from your pharmacist a
case of Pape's Diapepsin and
take a dose Just as soon as you can.
There will be no sour risings, no
food mixed
belching of undigested
with acid, no stomach gas or heartburn, fullness or heavy feeling in the
stomach, nausea, debilitating headaches, dizziness or intestinal griping.
jThis will all go, and, besides, there
will be nor sour food left over in the
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
ttomnch to posion your breath with
nauseous odors.
All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packages
ALFALFA SEED.
Pape's Diapepsin is a certain cure
for
stomachs, because it
takcB hold of your food- - and digests it
Fe
The only exclusive grain house in
'just the same as if your stomach

INTER

1913.

PASSED AGAIN

ED

IS GROWING
Estancia Eggs, - - 25c per doz.
Fresh Eggs, - - - - 35c per doz.

10,

BILL

SALARIES

STOMACH

MARCH

MONDAY,

GROCERY CO,

MEASURE

SENATE

IS

CHIEFLY IN NAME, BEING ALMOST!
WSTH

IDENTICAL

ONLY A LITTLE

VETOED

force

is

depleted

and Scott's Emulsion is
needed. Its highly concentrated nourishment is immediately distributed to every

NEW:

BILL,

organ.

With Scott's Emulsion
nature repairs waste, con-

HIGHER.

structs healthy tissue and

EMERGENCY CLAUSE

blood.

active,

Nothing equals Scott'

IS NOT EFFECTIVE

Emulsion

in convalcMence.

PHOITB 40.

Scott & Bowne. Bloomficld. N. J.

2
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The Old Guard members of the legislature have sent another county salaries bill to the executive office having support the constitution of the state
and of the United States. However,
passed it late Saturday prior to adof office did not seem to be
the
journment with the intention of rushYOU WONT GET "PINCHED" WH EN YOU BUY YOUR HARDWARE
the Old Guard members who
ing it thence to the office of the gov- worrying
ernor hoping to have it reported back voted for the bill twice within half FROM US. WE SQUEEZE OUR PRICES DOWN WHEN WE MARK
OUR
an hour.
by Monday afternoon.
COODS.
The passage of this bill was remar'i-- j THREE MINUTES TO
EXPLAIN VOTE IN SENATE.
able, in legislative annals in New Mex-- i
WE DON'T WANT TO MAKE A TUB FULL OF MONEY THE FIRST
The senate rules were amended Satico. In the first place, the bill never
to
reduce
time
the
for
urday
explanatiilc
not
read
was
was printed, it
TIME YOU DEAL WITH US. WE PREFER THE SLOW, SURE, HONEST
by
and permitted to remain on the desk tion of a vote by any member from
five
to
three
Mr.
minutes.
METHOD OF FILLING OUR TUB W ITH MANY LITTLE DROPS.
opMabry
one day but was shot through with
the bare formalities in both the sea-- j posed the change in the rules but the
WOOD-DAVI- S
majority voted solidly for the short
ate and the house.
In the senate it passed by a vote of period of three minutes,
Phone 14. If Its Hardware We Have.n
vote but in the $265,000 FOR BRIDGES
18 to 5 a
auouj
AND ROADS FROM HOU8E.
house the Old Guard could not muster
The senate on Saturday about comwasn't there.
a two thirds and passed the bill withfrom all out the emergency clause in effect. The pleted the job of tabling indefinitely
Relief in five minutes
Phone Black stomach misery is waiting for you at house vote stood 29 to 17 on final pas- a large number of house bills that
Phone Black
have been piling up in committees and
any drug store.
sage.
wb'fh Mr. Holt asserted, would appro- cases contain
These large fift"-ceVarious reports were in circulation
more thaa sufficient to thoroughly as to why the Old Guard repassed a prite $205,000 for bridges and road
cure almost any case of dyspepsia, in- bill so nearly identical with the one repairs. A number of these bills were
tabled earlier in the week and the
digestion or any other stomach
the governor vetoed but probably the senate
completed the job before
most accurate report was that the Old
Saturday. There are no
and
is
Guard is without leadership
available for such a purpose,
to do almost anything at al funds the
likely
bills enacted.
TAX QUESTION
with
most any time.
BILL
N THESE DAYS OF MODERN METH- EXCITES CARLSBAD As on former occasions Holt engi- NEW MEDICAL
IS PASSED BY SENATE.
neered the job in the senate while
senate
The
on Saturday passed S. B.
ODS, Electricity plays a most impoHolm O. Bursum and Charley Spiess
Carlsbad, X. M March 10. The tax
iy4, Dy Mr. uoepp, who is a phy-nouse.
were
m
in
tne
evidence
rtant part. The grandfather would
atten
undivided
the
question has had
sician at Carlsbad In addition to being
THE SENATE VOTE.
i
tion oi me people an ween.
a state senator.
- j
The
bill
cerbe amazed at the radiance of the modrequires
Clark,
Burns,
Abeytia,
Ayes:
board of county commissioners receivfrom intending medical prac- tincates
Hartt,
Gallegos,
.
ern home and why all this light ? To
.
,
ed notice that the state board of equal- Crampton, Doepp,
uuncia nuiii
scnoois oi
Domestic Lump
Fancy Egg
Fancy Lump
ization had decided to fix the assess Hinkle, Holt, Ilfeld, Laughren, Jliera, nudicine and recognizee!
otherwise
alters
make the home more homelike to make
the
s
ment for this year at full valuation. Navarro, Page, Pankey, Komero,
law. Other bills passed in the
present
opin-lzeBarth,
Walton,
Alldredge,
Nays:
the
one
set every
talking,
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
smate were:
ion was general that it meant more Evans, McCoy and Mabry.
1. B. No. 3 59
Insurance
for
Requiring
father, mother and children. Good light
THE
tax
HOUSE
VOTE,
and higher taxes, and the heaviest
in New Mexico
companies
Phone One Double 0 J.
payers were naturally opposed to more
Ayes: M. E. Iiaca, Blanchard, Camp-taxe- to have a operating
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
duly qualified agent In the
On Monday at a called meeting bell, Casados, Catron, Chaves. Chris-o- f
to
transact
all
business.
state,
desired.
the commercial
club, President man Cooney, Cordova, Downs,
H. B. No. 17 Providing ten days
stated the case squarely to the(elij Hilton, Llewellyn, Lobato, L,uce-o- ,
additional good time per month for
business men. After frank and fair Manzanares,
McGillivray, Montoyn, convicts
working outside the walls
discussion tne emu Degan 10 see uie Moreno, Padilla, Quintana,
Sanchez, and
having good records as convicts.
matter in a new light and a full value skdmol.ej Toombs TripPi Trujillo
H. B. No. 57 A measure by SpeakTHE RELIABLE
assessment looked better. A commit, Tully Vargas. Young and Mr. Speak-teA 11
Baca which provides for $10,000
er
was appointed to meet the com-x
Marcos C- de Baca Boul.
Illisniuiiej a. x ne Uf m uiy me i ctuo ware, Carter, Casados, Clancy, Evans, from the state to pave streets in the
capital.
alley Water Users' association namGurule, House, Lopez,
S. B. No. 11G to disestablish v the
ed a committee for the same purpose. Gage, Garcia,
,
Mullens, Nichols,
Rogers,
ELECTRICAL LIGHTING
FIXTURE WORK
yuay
The committees and a number of tax- Martinez,
county experimental farm.
Smith and Tucker.
Senate Substitute for H. B. No. Ill
payers met with the commissioners
The bill was acted upon in the house and Senate Bill No. 112 Relative to
and it was an interesting session. The
OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS.
IS QUITE SO CONVEN
emerare twice. The first time it bore the
result was that the committee
transcripts and records In appeal
attor- cases.
the
clause
gency
to
approved
by
do
if
their
IENT
as
to touch the button and
the
willing
duty
people
will back them up. A recommenda- ney general and lacked enough votes,
H. B. No. 132 and No. 133 The j
You Can
your stove is ready to cook your
tion was therefor drawn for the sig to put the emergency clause in effect. Tully road laws with the state approreconto
Mr.
Catron
Then
moved
in
of
nature
the
substance
iron
taxpayers
eliminated.
HAVE IT DONE AT COST.
ready to use, your toasted
priations
as follows: That the assessor assess sider the vote. This was carried by a
Senate Bill No.
ci.y
ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacuell property in Eddy county at full viva voce vote. Mr. Blanchard moved ordinances of Deming, N. M.
bill
out
the
to
the
amend
um cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
valuation on condition
that every
by striking
H. B. No. 51 Relative to the fund
Percolators .Grills,
Phone 221
in the state does the same emergency clause of the senate and of the Las Vegas land grant, etc.
county
Etc.
Irons,
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heathouse
and provided further that there shall BUtStitUuiiB
the
therefor,
on
H, B. No. 211 Improvements
rooms. Electricity will do every thing
ed
be a complete
Those emergency clause. While It has been state lands, etc.
assessment,
for
asyou. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
the unswerving rule to write out all BILL TO ABOLISH
present WM'P willing iu assist the
sessor in getting a full assessment and amendments, Mr. Blanchard did not
POLICE GOES OVER.
day aad night' Estimates and full inforif necessary employ men at their own take the trouble and the bill was voted
Senate Bill No. 112, which has been
mation cheeer fully given.
expense to accomplish the end. Dur- upon Immediately.
It failed to carry Lon the calendar for a couple of weeks,
the
discussion
it
became
clear
ing
the emergency clause ana tne speaKer
the )neasure to abolish the state
that if all property is assessed in Ed- iiiieu uicii ii iiau iiiiddcu ntuiuuv i""- - being
mounted police was postponed until
cy county at a full valuation, the tax emergency clause in effect. Back to Monday at 2:30 p. m. There is said to
rote would be lowered and in reality the senate the bill was hurried where
this bill.
less taxes paid than under the present' on motion of Mr. Holt the senate be considerable opposition to
A
PC To El Paso, Blsbee, Douglass and
FRANK MUNSEYTeTjLS
The
recommendation
to
system.
the
in the house
I
promptly concurred
all points In New Mexico, AriHIS BOSTON JOURNAL.
commissioners
for the new method amendments.
MEXICO
NEW
Boston, Mass., March 10. Prank A.
via
to
Mexico
in
Pacific
and
is
the
assessment
Coast,
zona,
being signed readily
Had it not been for the fact that the
Munsey this morning sold his paper,
by the tax payers.
CENTRAL to Torrance thence.
state is in such dire need of legislative the
Boston journal. The announcemeas
action upon so many important
PHONE 85 MAIN.
was made today but the identiment
DECREASE IN TONNAGE.
ures, the action of the urn uuara leaa-er- ty of the purchaser was not made
would have been comical. As it Irnnwn Thp tnnrnnl Wfl.a Dlirchased
New York, March 10. The unbe described as
filled tonnage of the United States was, they might best
by Mr Munsey in 1903.
Since the opening of the last na- Steel Corporation on February 28 to- pitiful.
LUMP
FACTORY WOOD
Members of the Old Guard asserted tional
It has espoused tho
tals 7,656,714 tons, a decrease of
campaign
LUMP
SAWED
WOOD
of this bill would put cause of tfee
that
the
passage
and
progressive party
170,654 tons from January 31, and
CORD WOOD
STEAM COAL
governor and to there have been frequent reports that
marks the second declining tendency ir squarely up to thewould
make them men prominent in that party were
the Democrats and
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL
since March of last vear.
responsible for "killing" the salary bill working for control.
Montezuma
Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot.
at this session.
STRENGTH
The Democrats on the other hand,
DAYS
14
IN
TO
6
CURED
PILES
Without Overloading the Stomach.
laughed at the pretext on which the Your druggist will refund money if
Old Guard based Its final effort to
PAZO OINTMENT falls to cure any
The business man, especially, needs
responsibility and asserted that) case of Itching, Blind, Bleeding or
food in the morning that will not over- the people already had spoken suffFor Rates and Full InformationlAddress
50c.
to
6
tn
14
Piles
days.
Western Seeds
load the stomach,
but give mental iciently to show that they upheld the: Protruding
G F
P. AOENT,
vigor for the day.
veto of the governor on the former
For Western Planters
EL PASO, TEXAS.
Much depends on the start a man bill and that this measure, was, if anyFor Repairing of All Kinds
ex-each
former
i thing,
a worse bill than the
gets
day, as to how he may
In Metal and Wood
Once used Alway 8 used, If not
peel to accomplish the work on hand. one.
at your dealer, we will supply you
He can't be alert with a heavy,
direct.
The lieutenant governor who preGUNS, BICYCLE,
breakfast re- sides over the senate was absent yes
1913 Catalogue Free.
Our
quiring a lot of vital energy in digest- terday by leave of the senate Tind Mr.
LOCK, KEY and
DRY FARM-Ning it.
D OUR SPECIALTY
Miera, president pro tempore was in
SEEDS.
A California business man tried to 'the chair. The new salaries bill was
UPHOLSTERING
SPECIALTIES
find some food combination that would int roduced by Mr. Clark, of the finance J
THE BARTELDES SEED CO.
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
not overload the stomach in the morn- - committee, and on motion of Mr. Holt
Box 1804, Dept. 4. DENVER, CO L
128 Galisteo St. Phone 109 J
nig, but that would produce energy. permitted to remain on the tabic at
March !8th to 20th
'The West Point of the Southwest.
He writes:
not
rest
the call of the senate. It did
"For years I was unable to find a there long and was taken up for con- Ranked as "Distinguished
breakfast food that had nutrition sideration over the vehement protests
Institution " by the U S.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
enough' to sustain a business man ot Senators Barth and Mabry, Demo- U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
War Department.
without overloading his stomach, causnot
only protested against
crats, who
January 28, 1913.
ing indigestion and kindred ailments. itn provisons but against the futility
Located in the beautiful Pecos
of the Interior,
Department
a
sea
and
3,700
above
'Being
feet
also
a
very
busy
Valley
level,
very of
almost the same bill that
a
Notice is hereby given that
sunshine every dav, Open air
.nervous man, I decided to give up the repassing had
just vetoed. But the
work throughout the entire sesPino de Alarld, heir of Jose
breakfast altogether But luckily 1 , governoi.
Is Our Specialty, and We
w
rea and passed and then
sion. Conditions for physical
de la Cruz Pino, of Gallsteo, N. M.,
Will Fix Up Your Furniture
i'y
t t th houge where the house
TO
and mental development are
- 26, 1910,
HomeNovmade
on
who,
oiuue mat morning I have been a
so that You Need Not HesIDEAL such as cannot be found
new man; can work without tiring, members had been notified to be in
stead Entry No. 014579, for SW 4
elsewhere In America. FourReturn.
to Ship It Anywhere.
EI
and
seats.
itate
their
12
Sec." 31, Twp.
and
N.,
SW
my head is clear and my nerves
teen officers and Instructors, all
The chief point of objection was
REASONABLE.
RATES
NW
Section
SW
NW
N
and
utrong
Eastquiet.
standard
from
graduates
raised by Mr. Rogers, Democrat of Tickets on Sale March 15, 16 6, Township 11 N., Range 13 B., N. M.
i nna that four teaspoonfuls
ern colleges.
Ten buildings,
RERAIR WGKX OF AU KIK3S
of'
Grape-Nut- s
modern in every respect.
P. Meridian, has filed notice of intenwith one of sugar and a Chaves county, in explaining his vote
and
17, 1913. Final Limit,
Done.
small quantity of cold milk, is delic- to the house. He asserted that the
tion to make five year proof, to es- Neatly and Cheaply
March 30, 1913.
Regents
bill
he
a
that
constitution
required
ious
deas
the cereal part of the morning
tablish claim to the land above
E. A. CAHOON. President.
meal, and invigorates me for the day's read the first and second time by title,
scribed, before Register and Receiver,
J. E. KHKA.
it
be translated, printed, referred,
business."
.1. P. WHITK. Treasurer.
Name given by Postum that
TJ. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N, M
SANTA FE, N. M.
JcneatolPB
Co., Battle Creek, Mich. Read the lit- lay on the table one day and then be
Telephoned W.
JOHN W. POE, Secretary.
on the 10th day ot March, 1913.
tle book, "The Road to Wellville," in read in full before Its passage. He
W. A. F1NLAY.
X04
names
as
witnesses:
Claimant
pkgs.
charged that this provision had been
for particulars and Illustrated
Joan Baca, Placido Lopes, of Leyla,
most
and
shameless
in
"There's
violated
a
a
A uiue want ad costs tmt a few.
open
reason."
address,
N. M., Antonio Vlllanneva,
Agustln
Ever read the above Ietter7 A new fcrm in the consideration of this bill
cents
and brinaa wonderful results
M.
N.
Galisteo.
of
Ramirez,
one appears from time to time.
COL JAS. W. WILLS01V, Sopt.
said that he could
and
la the New Mexft
he
at
time
when
that
published
R.
MANUEL
OTERO,
They
SANTA FE STATION.
are genuine, true, and full of human
one.
not vote for it and comply with his
Try
Register.
interest
oath of office which required him to
fifty-cen-
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THAT, SAYS JANE ADDAMS, IS REAL SEDUCER OF OUR GIRLS

.

Editor's Xotp Suddenly.
jvery i
where, tlio world In awakened to th
horrors of while shivery. "Vice com
iniRHions" in each city are foveriHh!;.
engaged in invintis;itins the causes
leading to the awful trafflckinK in our
young Bills' virtue. John U. Rockefe!
ier. .lr has even just recently endow-to
i a
Inireau of social hygiene
"gather di.ta on the subject with
.
view to staniniiiK out the evil even-1u,)!!." An:! now, in the midst of ii
the clear, authoritativ
all. comes
Miice of .lane Adi'uins .the wotn.in wh.
'
ltiaii.v years upo. hi fore sociology
a factor, or even a fad, in life, started
uplift work in the Chicago slums. Sh ;.,
ivho probably knows more of the if.
tual subject than any other livint
person, gives her opinion on the rea.

Omaha, Neb., .March 10. -- State Senator J.jsepii Mattes of Oilebolt, Iowa,
the lirsl wiiness called today in the
International Harvester case testified
he sold harvesting machinery of the
International line almost exclusively
but bought freely of their competitors
in oilier lines of farm implements.
The International Company ai no
tnne, .Mr. Mattes said, had attempted
to orce j lin to give up the sale nt
and n they had I
competitors goods,
,
s hou d have o d the conipanv to sc- cure anoi her agent," he said
l!ncr,!v,i:l tllllt
fnOV fit t llS rfPOllI
Senator
examination,
()" cross
l
presi-iifm lie pnt to the Governor, the
dent of the senate md sneaker of the .Mattes told i.osgrove, ior ine governj ment that he came to Omaha without
house of representatives.
subpoena but declared he was not

j
,

lively.
Kanla Ke will thus have four vaude-- i
ville nighis instead of a full week as
the regular circuit provides and seals
will lie reserved at prices of 10, I'D
and 30 cents.

You Can Secure
An Education

i

w.i---

At Home

H

-

j
j

"causes."!

j

GOVERNMENT ANNOUNCES
STATISTICS ON CEREALS,

BY JANE ADDAMS.

"Is it because our modern indusi
iktlism Is so new that we have beer,
slow to connect it with the povertj
and vice all about us?"
The aphorism that "morals fluctuate
with trade" was long considered cyni
cal, but it has been demonstrated in
Jiortin, in London, in .lapan, as well
as: in several American
cities,
is a distinct increase in the
number of registered prostitutes dur
of financial
depression
in.g periods
and even during the dull season of
local industries."
"Out of work, hadn't been able to
nave," "Could not make enough nionoj
to live on," "I got. sick and ran be
given by!
hind," are the explanations
rescued girls at Hull House.
One girl said that she had firsi
yielded to temptation when she had;
becaus
become utterly discouraged
she had tried in vain for several
months to save enough money for a
pair of shoes. She habitually snent
two dollars a week tor her room
three dollars for her board, and sixtv
cents a week for carfare, and sha
found the forty cents remaining from
her weekly wage of six dollars inaderln innro- tlmu fP.Hntp tier old
... ....
rmnia
,v..v. tn
clirifH
When the shoes became
too worn to endure a third soling and
she possessed but ninety cents toward
a new pair, she gave up her struggle;
to use her own contemptuous phrase
the "sold out for a pair of shoes."
a strait
Of course a girl in such
floes not go out deliberately to linn
tha'-ther-

FARMERS WERE
WELL TREATED
HE DECLARED

iniously adopted:
Whereas, the largest and most vain-'able collection of Spanish antiquities
in the southwest is that of the New:
.Mexico Historical Society; and
Whereas, the Governor's Palace a'
,
Santa Fe Is the most important Span-Jell historical monument in the fulled states, and the appropriate home of
; II
antiquities
New Mexican-Spanisliesolved, that we earnestly request;
the legislature to provide proper
for
and appropriation
i.viiii.itimi nt' the Snanish
ii. ,. ,..,,.
antiquities , ot the Historical hocieij
.
n the
'a ace; and we urge the tin-teed ate passage of House Hill No. .'1

!

particularly interested

in

the

llar-- ;

vester company. An attempt to se-- j
cure the passage by the Iowa legis-- !
lature of an appropriation of $10,000
10.
March
'.,
Washington. I).
for an investigation of the
Wheat remaining on farms .March 1, al Harvester company, he said, had
amounted to about 15ii.4S;:.ouo bush- failed, but he did not state his own
els, or 2.M per cent of the 111- - crop, position on the proposed legislation,
ihe department of agriculture an- He admitted that the greatest im-- j
nounced today. There will be ship
provenient in the binder had been
where grown when
ped out of counties
the change from wire to twine
V.ni
the
of
61.6'.",.
crop.
about
to the
was made, which was prior
Corn about l.SSfl.tiriil.onn bushels or merger.
About
lil.S'.r remained on farms.
Jl. !';;, of the crop will be shipped out
of counties where grown. About 8.V;; MITCHELL WILL
of the 11112 crop is merchantable.
ADDRESS SOLONS
Oats, about 604,126.0(10 bushels or
About llO'r of the
11.6'.; remained.
sen- Denver. Colo.. .March 10.
crop will be shipped out of counties ate today postponed until Wednesday
where grown.
of Senator
consideration
liayden'si
Barley about 62,28:1,000 bushels, or resolution fixing March 'i as the datej
on
farm. About for final adjournment of Ihe legisla-- i
remained
27.8
5S.7
of the crop will be shipped out ture. It then began consideration of;
of counties where grown.
the lies bill transferring the brand
department from the secretary of
state's office to the control of the
THE JOBHUNTERS.
state board of live stock inspection.
of license
consideration
During
bills in the house. Representative Tait
declared that judging from many of
the bills before the assembly "we;
I
GOING- might be considered crazy on the subOUT TSU-fef
ject of legislation."
the'
at 1 o'clock,
This afternoon
lunch
house and senate will meet in joint
session to hear John Mitchell of the
United Mine Workers of America discuss "workmen's compensation acts."
At 2 o'clock Ihe house planned to
take up the public utilities bill.
Intel-nation-- I

e

:

j

j

A Wonderful

THE REAL PROCURER.
Cartoon on "The Crfuse of White Slavery," Drawn by the

Famous Will Dyson of England.
illicit methods of earning money
in an emporium where
it is piled factory girl as to overcome her pow
she simply yields in a moment of in about her, literally
as high as hi
ers of resistance.
Jlany a workin",
ter weariness and discouragement ti head! She may be faint for want of. girl at the end of a day is so liysthe temptations she has been able t j food, but she may not sit down lest terical and overwrought that her men
withstand up to that moment.
The she assume "an attitude of inertia and tal balance is plainly disturbed.
waul
"I was too tired to care."
long hours, the lack of comforts, tin indifference," which is against the
low pay, the absence of recreation, the rules.
She may have a great desiiv too tired to know what 1 was dcrng,"
sense of "good times'' all about he for pretty things, but she must sei'i' l was dead tired and sick of it all."
vhieh she cannot share, the couvictloa to other people at least 2a times her "J was
and just went, wllh'
that she is rapidly losing health am' own salary, or she will not be r ; him," are phrases taken from the lips
lot reckless girls who are endeavoring
charm, rouse the molten forces within tained!
her. A swelling tide of
From the very fact that she is en to explain the situation in which thev;
sud
denly storms the banks which have ployed down town, she obtains an ex-- find themselves.
hitherto held her and finally
aggerated idea of the luxury of the
(H,printed by special permission
her instincts of decency and illicit life all about her, which is bare- froln A Xew Conscience and an Alas
well
as
concealed.
the habit ol ly
righteousness,
cient Evil," copywrighted by the Mac
All girls who work down town ar(j mnian
established
by
goner Company)..
tions of her forebears."
at a disadvantage as compared to fac
who are much less open to ORGANIZATION
tory
girls,
in the
It is perhaps
department
-.
store more. than anywhere else thai inducement and to the temptation-every possible weakness in a girl is which comes through sheer imitatio i
detected and traded upon. For while Factory girls also have the protectioj
NEW SOCIETY
it is true that "wherever many girl 3 of working among plain people who
:
are gathered together more or less uis frankly designate an irregular life t
The meeting of the Society for the
protected and embroiled in the. strug- harsh, old fashioned terms.
of Spanish Antiquities,
Preservation
a
If
for
catches
of
will
hov
be
the
livelihood, nearby
gle
factory girl
sight
vicious life at all, she sees its miser- on Friday evening, Alarch S, in the
erlng the procurers and the
senate chamber, was well attended,
ed, no other place of employment in able victims in all the wretchedness
so easy of access as the department and sordidness of their trade in the and the full organization was perfectstore. Xo visitor is received in a fac- poorer parts of the city. As she pas ed.
Hon. h. Bradford Prince, presided,
tory or office unless he has definite ses the opening doors of a disreputable
business, whereas every purchaser is saloon she may see for an instant three and Hon. B. M. Read was secretary.
welcome at a department store, eve i or four listless girls urging liquor upon
A large number of persons previousa notorious woman well kpown
tjimen, tired out with the long day'H ly nominated was elected to membertrade being work and already sodden with drink. ship. Of the new members, Hon. O. A,
represent the
treated with courtesy if she spends As she hurries along the street on a l.arrazola and
Macario
Oallegos, '
large sums of money.
rainy night she may hear a sharp cry made remarks of high appreciation of
girl whosv. the objects of the society.
The procuress, a fashionably dres of Pain from a
sed woman, buys clothing in large arm is DeinS brutally wrenched by a
The board of governors, which conamounts, sometimes for a young gin rough looking man.
sists of the five principal officers and
Vet In spite of this corrective knowby .her side, obtensibly her daughter
was completed by the
She condoles with the saleswoman up ledge, the increasing energy to whicu fifteen others,
on her hard lot and lack of pleasure Industrial processes daily accommo- election of the following members:
R. L. Baca, O. X. Marand in the role of kindly matron iu date themselves and the speeding up F. W. Clancy,
vites her to her home for a good time. constantly required of the operator;!, ion, J. Wight Giddings, Nestor Mom
The saleswoman may be wi'liou may at any moment so register their toya, A. J. Loomis, Filadelfo Baca, J.
II. Crist, Camilo Padilla, G. W. Prich-ard- ,
adequate clothing, although she stand.", results upon the nervous system of
B. C. Hernandez, G. Volney How- .
ard T D gelu R E Twitchell and
Which will aid you to make sure of'w- - - Turley.
afternoon from the Brookes residence
MANY ATTEND
The following county
on Grant avenue. Services were con- the exact nature of any female com-were elected:
Bernalillo,
with which you may be afflict- - dents
ducted by the Rev. B. Z. McCulIough,
Chaves; Chaves, G, A. Rich- pastor of the First Presbyterian ed, is offered free of cost to any
man who will write for it to the Lydia ardson; Colfax, Seferino Martinez;
Elizabeth, the eighteen months old church of this city. The pall bearers
W. II. H. Lelewellyn;
K. Pinkham Medicine Co., of Lynn, Dona Ana,
Gover-Mrs- .
were
A.
and
Levi
General
Former
of
Hughes,
Adjutant
daughter
Mass. Your letter will be treated as Guadalupe, .T. J. Clancy; Grant, C. M.
A. S. Brookes died about mid- - nor Miguel A. Otero, Francis C.
S. L.
Many strictly private, and the book mailed Light; Lincoln, J. V. 'fully; Luna,
Saturday, after an illness which son and James Seligman.
baffled the science of physicians and friends of the Brookes family attended in a plain wrapper. Every ailing wo- Smith; Mora, Macario Gallegos; Quay,
;
which did not yield to any treatment the services. Interment was made in man should send for this book today. ,T. W. Campbell; Rio Arriba, V.
Sandoval, Marcos C. de Baca;
the family mausoleum in the National
or change of climate.
New Mexican Want Ads always
San Juan, W. II. Chrlsman; San MiThe sad news evoked expressions cemetery.
bring results. Try it.
guel, Ezekiah ('. de Baca; Socorro, T.
Messrs. Mulligan and Rising, underof sympathy from the many friends o'
P. Cooney; Taos. Malaquias Martinez;
New Mexican Want Ads always
General and Mrs. Brooxeiv.
takers, had charge of the funeral
Torrance, W. AI. McCoy; Union, J.
'the funeral took place yesterday
bring results. Try it.
Merced Gonzales; Valencia, Jose G.
Chavez.
It was determined to hold several
public meetings soon after the legislature adjourns, and a committee consisting of John Baton Burg, Amado
Chavez, O. X. Marion and Nestor Mon
toya, was appointed to arrange for
such meeting in Albuquerque, to be
3 I RICH IN CURATIVE QUAUT1E$-N- 0
held soon after liaster.
'
HABIT FORMING DRUGS
The following resolution was unanFOR SALE BY ALL DRUGGIST
tu-in-
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SANTA FE TO HAUE

self-pit-

VAUDEVILLE NOW

ovei-come- s

-

clean-livin-

Beginning Wednesday night Santa
Fe will be on the regular vaudeville
circuit and when no regular theatrical company or other entertainment
is holding the boards, the vaudeville
shows will be given on Saturday and
Sunday and Wednesday and Thursday night. Two reels of movies will
be given also on these evenings ill
addition to the extra stunts.
On Wednesday evening Raymond,
the novelty acrobatic juggler will ap-- j
pear. On Thursday the theater will
be occupied with the comedy "Ex-- j
cuse Me," and on Saturday and Sun-- j
day nights next will be given "Two
Overtures" in character sketches and
Vander Voort the violinist with Rhea
Brown, the "Dresden Doll" respec-
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I'LL KNOW HIM
in SPiTE of
HIS FALSE

g--

J

QO

hi

oiMuisei

EVERY

DAY.

r

-

evil-min-

i

JOHN P. FALLON,

BY

Not every boy or girl has the opportunity or money to go to college
yet the desire for knowledge is

ever Increasing.
Millions

of

minds

have

taught to think by carefully
critically reading the daily

been
and
news-

paper. Many have secured a liberal education by reading the dally
lessons in geography, in science
and health, in histories of civics
and politics, In romances and hu-

manities.
Every day's issue of The Santa
Fe New Mexican will add to your
store of knowledge, will help to
perfect you in the art of conversa-

tion, will present important business problems and their solution,
will assist in making you a pleasing entertainer, will bring wou all
the Important news of modern life.
It will pay you to read The Santa
Fe New Mexican closely and

con-

stantly every day. Its news and
feature columns will give you a

splendid education and its advertising columns will enable you to purchase everything you require for
person or home to best advantage.

NEW MEXICO
FEDERATION
OF

WOMEN'S CLUBS,
ALBUQUERQUE,
March 24 to 27.

Reduced
Fare,

$4.15

TO ALBUQUERQUE

SantaFe,N,M.

AND RETURN

ON SALE
Final relurii
plusivA.
limit, MARCH 29, IMS.
una
Aljom Train
Information
For Tickets
Service utipiy 10

TICKETS

H.S.LUTZ.Agl., SANTA FE.N.M.

demi-mond- e
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FUNERAL'
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h

Milium

Denver & Rio Grande R. R.
i

IN AMRIKH

SHORTEST LINE TO

I

NO

0FFEN5E.

1 HOPE

BUT IS YOUR? CSOS
ClVlU SERVICE ?

UMDEI?

It

Denver, Colorade Springs f
f
and Pueblo.
J

WHERE DIRECT CONNECTIONS ARE MADE

j

j

FOR ALL EASTERN POINTS

Wil-nig-

j

Jara-millo-

r

THROUGH LINE TO

Salt Lake City, Ogden and
the Pacific Coast.

PICKING OUT A

SOFT BERTH

For Information as to Rates, Reservations, etc , call on
Wm. M. Scott, Traveling Freight and Passenger Agent, New
Mexican Building, or at Union Depot.
H
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1 1 1 1 1 1 1

mm MBER THE
that it is the

REMEMBER

of these merchants that makes it possible for the people of Santa Fe to get Three Pianos
Three More For Only $90 Cash Each, Three More For $100 Cash Each, Three More For $1.10 Cash Each, and

PROGRESSiVENESS

Free,

Fifteen In All ! THE MOST REMARKABLE AND LARGEST
PROPOSITION EVER ATTEMPTED IN SANTA FE.
Three More For $120 Cash Each --

60-IlLL- r
To Win These Pianos and 30 Other Fin
CERY, the real modern grocery of the city; THE SANTA FE HARDWARE & SUPPLY CO., the big hardware and
supply house; JOHN PFLUEGER, the only real shoe store in the city. Supply your wants at these stores and help your friends. Subscriptions to the
SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN count fast 1,000 votes given for every dollar paid. Same ratio for either of the weeklies. Do not stop with the subscriptions in the city, but get your friends all over the state to subscribe. Subscriptions prior to December 31, 1912, count double.

PflHTCCTAHTC
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cull loans. Bonds were heavy. "
SpaHmodic selling for both accounts
enlivened the market at intervals during the afternoon.
Many stocks went
to still lower prices, Steel touching
58
and
Union Pacific 147
Canadian Pacific 220
inactive
slocks also slumped badly, Adams Express breaking ten points.
The market closed unsettled. Reports from Berlin that ten per cent
was being paid for money, with esti- mated sales of 10,000 shares of Canad- ian Pacific for German account in this
market caused wholesale liquidation
ot all classes of stock during the last
hour,
i,ow figures were established for
Steel. Reading. Southern Pacific and
'

much time to the wage question as It himself, "graduates of the school of
affects women, and that a woman can experience,"
live on $8 a week, lie promised to
"The Mandela" said Basch, "were
give the commission a schedule of the good honest boys. They came from
expenses or a working girl.
the ranks. Marshall Field was a poor
we
"What
want," said Senator boy. Hillman came up from a cash
Jaul, "is what she must spend. Nev- boy. I don't know if any of them
er mind the pleasures. I suppose went to college."
when we make a law, we'll have to
Chicago, March 10. James Simp
add a dollar or two for recreation and son, vice president of Marshall Field
BOYS HAVE
& Co., was recalled to the
the like."
witness
MEAD AND CARTOONIST ALLMAN
VARIED
The Hub, besides its gifts, has a chair before the state vice commission
pension fund and sick benefit. Lytton today. The room was again filled, tin
was emphatic in stating that the Hub spectators being largely women,
The picturesque Highland Scottish
could well afford to pay a minimum
costume is the climax In costuming
Simpson was asked again as fi the
of $2 a day. He said all big corpora- profits of his firm, and again asked
effects in "Honey's Boys" concerts,
to be excused from answering.
land who are to appear here tomorrow
tions could do so.
Senator Juul brought, up the sun;
night. Each of the five boys wears
Lytton pointed out, as did Simpson
the. tartan of 'a different. ' Scottish
at a previous session, that an increase
clan. One wears the Cordon tartap, other standard stool.
of the minimum wage means an - in- ITiaS Week, but dmnnpit snmo Vnnstlr. i
ne naa in mind when, Simpson 'sai
another wears the Victoria plaid, anPrices wavered around midday awl crease all along the line, " The girl, thtlt
.v,.,a WCIC iirriliilllf IIL'U.1 LiniV
them was- some reaction amounting already getting $12 must be advanced hnl, hmira
to.
to
to
so
the
16;
and
on.
$15
$20
a
girl
point before energetic support put
i
t
the general level higher than in
'ie Employes must be paid according to
XTnion Pacific rose to 150 their comparative abilities.
toreiKon.
and Copper shares were purchased en
Jaul suggested that the employes
reports that producers were obtain should hold a mass meeting and agree
ing lit Iter prices. Reduction in sk1'. 'on a fair minimum wage themselves.
tonnage figures about met expecta-- Witness thought it a good idea.
lions. Bethlehem gained
O'Hara said it had been observed
and Pre
ferred '! points, on the restoration i.i that employers pay more attention to
13
the laiier of a u per cent dl videiiti outside charities than to their own
basis. Speculation was dull and tas employes.
ier again at 1 o'clock.
"Do you think that your first duty
is to your own people?" asked the
The Social
"IMMORTALITY IS A
chairman.
STATE OF MIND,"
"That is our belief," replied Lytton,
SAYS MERCHANT.
"although we contribute to ever recother the historic old Mci.achlan, anMISS SELLA CLARKE
ognized charity in Chicago."
(Continued from page one).
other the Wallace tartan, and another
second
vice
Basch,
Joseph
president
the Hunting Stuart.
In
New York Comedy
Besides these, the little vocalists chairman of the commission, explain-- j of Siegel Cooper & Co., who was the
ed that the commission desired to as-- I next witness, said wages and immorwear the cotta and cassock for
have no relation. "I believe that
songs, fancy dress Mexican certain the relation of low wages to ality
immorality is a state of mind. I becostumes with the sugar loaf hats, immorality among women,
1
our girls are moral girls.
cadet uniforms and immaculate sailor-suitLytton said that it was the prac-- ; lieve
a
think
of
small
very
percentage
to
of white duck.
The costumes tice of the "Hub"
give annual
are usually in keeping with the songs. presents to its employes, independent them could be persuaded to take the
They add immeasuably to the interest of the profits of the year. He asked easiest way."
Siegel Cooper & Co., employ 1,250
of the program, and every number to be excused from answering a ques-- I
ORIGINAL CAST AND
about half of whom earn $8 or
girls,
some
a
of
kind.
tion
what
springs
surprise
asking
percentage of the
net profits of the firm the gifts form- less. Basch did not view the wage
PRODUCTION.
.
with any alarm. :
ed.
The Hub employs 150 women, system
'
NEW LOW
RAPID PROMOTION.
none of whom receive less than $6.50
a wee k.
"Promotion is very rapid in . our
RECORDS (N
Seats On Sale-- , Tuesday, March
"Do you have to charge more for storfcs," remarked Basch. "The wornWALL
Clothing than others, because of high- ait who comes to us this year at. $6!
er w iges?" asked Chairman O'Hara. for instance, in two years very readPrices , $1.50, $1.00, 75c and 50c
10.
"Oh, no."
New York, March
ily may be earning $18 a week. The
Financial
"Do you believe it is good policy to low salaries go to the learner, and destrain abroad, particularly Germany,
pay good wages."
velopment is rapid."
led to heavy liquidation by the contiBasch became greatly interested in
"Certainly."
See
nent on the London exchange and the
He removed his dark
Lytton declined to state the profits the subject.
weakness of Americans there were of li is firm. There are 104 women at rimmed glasses, and with these in
hand, delivered himself of a number
transferred to the stock market to- the Hub receiving $6.50.
"It has been estimated that it costs of opinions on the training of girls.
Deat the opening of business.
covered the porter making away with day
eight or nine dollars to maintain a He wouldn't hire a girl under 16 years
clines here did not measure up to the young woman," said Senator Juul of age, he said. "She should be
his arms full of shoes.
in
PRICES, $1(5, $200, $215 and $250
come school."
Bounding from his berth Jimmy drop in London in some cases, but "Where does the difference
A minimum wage scale, he said, is
started after the startled porter, the quotations registered new low rec- from?"
With Imported Magneto.
"
for
They live at home and it comes a national question.
Asked if Siegel Motor
shouting, "I've got him, boys coma ords for the present movement
Cycle without a donbt with trouble
Union Pacific, Reading and Steel, from the parents."
left at the factory.
on!"
Cooper & Co. could pay a minimum
"Then you take all of a girl's time wage scale of $12 Basch said that
Roused from their sleep, the play- around which the speculation centerers slowly realized the joke had work- ed. The severity of the decline led and skill and expect her parents to they would skilled services, but not
for unskilled.
ed upon Doolan. When Jimmy finally to a natural rebound and the market help pay her wages?" pursued Jaul.
"I will say that we have been conQUESTION FLOORS HIM.
understood that the porter was mere worked up gradually to a parity with
The list sidering raising the minimum wage
"But couldn't you make that the
ly gathering the shoes to shine them, last week's close or above.
minimum without materially weakenlie knew that he had 'fallen like a maintained its advantage in the face to $8," he replied.
.
The witness said he had devoted ing dividends?" insisted Senator
per cent renewal rate for
busher," and returned to his berth of a 4
This question was not answered.
sheepishly. He had been initiated into
"
Senator Beall, a
man
major league company.
himself, asked how many of the great PASH BROTHERS, AGTS.,
mernhnnta nf PMcnp-nro nnllao-The usual number of phenoms are
IF1 IE, 2ST. ZMT.
The witness named sev- practicing on the southern diamonds
them
whom
eral
he
said
were
of
like
and the managers are trying to sift
out the good ones, while the minors
are anxiously watching for their share.
caleher,
"Guggie" Von Njvenb.-im-,
Doing some heavy slugging every
t
time they put the stick over the fry- (captain.)
Bill Taschek. pitcher, (manager).
ing pan, the Boy Scouts threw terror
PEPORT OF ARCHBISHOP'S
Harold Hamill, first base.
FLIGHT IS UNCONFIRMED. into the hearts of the St. Catherine
af- Page Otero, second base.
1
The Indian Bcnooi auueies
vol,lno-tnPreston Perrenot, third base.
and rolled up a score of 21 to
mni,f p0tv0l hna orrivprt at nomineniternoon,
Ferdinand Kock, short-stop- .
Von" who wore
14.
'Twas
"Guggie
Dominican
of
the
repub
City, capital
"Fritz" Gutterman, left field.
and threw the ball with
lic, for the protection of American in- the birdcage
"Rat" Wheelon, center field.
cutting oft
terests. No official word of the re- gatllng like accuracy,
"Otie" Seligman and "For" Lord,
a player with designs on second
ported resignation and flight of Arch- many
rieht field.
base.
bishop Nouel, provisional president of
Mascot Neil Lord.
The Scout lineup was as follows:
the republic, has been received here.
8

FROM THE
THE ROMANCE

THE

CRADLE TO

BASEBALL PITCHER,

OF JIMMY DOOLAN,

BY

SERIES.

WORLD

DICK

THE

COSTUMES

'

-

11.

2

Thursday, March

Event of
the Season,

the

Success,

INTRODUCE

i

ME!

-

,

SOME

STREET

"Every Woman Should
This Play."

CHAPTER

7.

Pope Motor Cycle

spring," he replied, "and I'd rather
The
have someone else honored."
players realized Jimmy was "on," and
later he confided to one or two that
he had been reading the papers about
training camp jokes every spring since
he was knee high to a toadstool.
But the "Giants" wanted to initiate
'
that,
Doolan, and it was suggested
they discover if he was "next" to the
ancient one about watching the porter
that he didn't get away with
the shoes when the players were
asleep. Strange, as it may seem, Jimmy had not heard of this one.
Unable to sleep, worrying about
mother and jostled by the swaying
sleeper, Jimmy made an- - ideal watch
dog. Towards morning he heard some
one
through the car aid
of fellows who held those jobs every peering between the curtam.3 he dis-

The greatest day in Jimmy Doolan's
life was the morning he reported in
the big city to make the training trip
pouth with Manager McGraw's Giants.
The flash and glitter bewildered him,
and the special sleeper that was to
carry the Giants south unnerved him.
A wise youngster, who had been in
the majors for a short time the previous year, offered to get Doolan the
job of refereeing an important badger
light scheduled to come off in training
camp the next week; another cautioned him to be sure and rest his arm
in the berth hammock at night, and a
third suggested he be selected for the
position to guard the
rear platform of the train at night and
collision. - - '
prevent a rear-enBut Jimmy was wise. "I've heard

e

j

2

"self-made-

BOY SCOUTS WALLOP SAINT

"IF"

r r

BY BILLY EVANS.
Umpire of the American League.

Manager

McGraw of the Giants

8A1TTA

CcMTHERlNE SCHOOL'S TEAMI

pussy-footin-

RUBE MARDUARD. 1912 SENSATION IS M'CRAUTS BIG 1913

Tos-sey-

is

confronted with a fist full of 1913 baseball "if's."
The little manager has faced similar
situations in the past and has always
proved himself master of the occasion.
So, no matter what happens to the

AT

(1

THE

ELK'S

THEATRE,

MARCH

13.

1913.1

Giants, one can look for McGraw to be
lighting for the pennant.
If in McGraw's 3 ill 3 vision is nube

CALIFORNIA
Ci( MOW And'Eniy thelSunny
UU Hi TT Climate of California.

The California Limited No 3

Marquard.
Winner of 19 straigth games last
reason and twice conqueror of the j
Boston Red Sox in the world's series,
Marquard seems destined to have a
torrid summer.
Marquard has been an actor this
winter. Just how good he is I cannot
pay, not having seen him in his
matinee idol role.
Recently I read
the views of one critic who, in commenting upon Hebe's vocal possibilities, wrote as folloy,'s:

Will Take You There in Style and Comfort.

j

ROUND TRIP'RATES

" Can Marquard sing?
Yes, like
t'aruso could pitch."
It is probable Rube will have a
chance to show his ability or inability
Much
1o stand criticism this year.
lias been written of him complimentary and the reverse this winter.
The complimentary stuff is soon
but the criticism will be handed to him constantly by the bleach-eries- .
Some of the things Marquard
is reported to have said about Mc"Little
the
Graw will not make
Isapoleon" feel any too kindly toward
his great southpaw.
If Marquard gets off to a flying
fctart;
If he displays ability to beat the
other National league teams about as
he pleases, the summer is sure to be
p. pleasant one not only to Marquard.
,tut to McGraw as well.
r
With the great
going
fereat guns, the Giants are a formidable aggregation. When the Rube is
getting his bumps regularly things
never look bo promising.
If Marquard's winning ability is
with him it is his salvation and, to a
port-side-

6.90
6.9

Los Angeles,
San Diego,

'

:

San Francisco,

RETURN LIMIT SIX MONTHS.

SEE

THE GRAND CANYON
THE YOSEMITE VALLEY

'Let us Plan Your Trip, Arrange for Sleeping CarAccom-modationOn Any of Our Through Trains.
If ever there was a play bright and fleet alike its strong and weak traits, the many she has placed to her credit
from the time she won laurels as a
harmonius in colors, pure in its theme emotions and sentiments.
Over and above all this, Miss Clarke Charles Frohman actress until she
and true in tone to the last note of its
text it is the new comedy, "Introduce has conceived a plot that is entirely became the interpreter of the roles
Me," written by talented young author original and built therefrom a story she wrote.
In the cast surrounding Miss Clarke
Delia Clarke. Miss Clarke has scored that is really new and novel. She has
a number ot successes
ootn as an denarted from the conventional, has will be found actors whose names
author and an actress but this, her created new characters and has woven and reputations are familiar to mose
latest achievement, is regarded as them into a play that awakens in- - who are acquainted with theatrical
the best of her career.
terest at the rise of the curtain and Broadway.
Xo expense or labor will be spared
Introduce Me" is the sort of play sees the vitality sustained until the
to make this production one ot the
that, appeals to everyone. It is first lend.
RUBE MARQUARD.
land always a comedy of the type
Miss Clarke will be seen in the lead- - most notable of the season. In addi-Ithis direct and convincing in effect. ing role of the play, that of Francis 'tion to every detail of scenery and
certain exlent, McGraw's who banks
More than this, however, it is a nlay Bverton.
Having created the char-- ! costume being of the best, Oscar
heavily upon his start.
If Marquard delivers he can make that holds a wealth of heart interest acter herself and having fitted it to Eagle, well known stage director with
-t- he sort of heart interest that liter-- : her own magnetic personality, it is a David Belasco and Liebler & Company
the fans forget a lot of things.
If he fails it will only freshen their ally holds thn mirror of nature close safe assurance that she will make its has been especially engaged to stage
to the heart of frail humanity to
crowning dramatic achievement of "introduce Me."
memory.

H. S. LUTZ, Agent,

jSanta Fe, N. M.

PEERLESS BAR
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wines, Liquors

GREGG & COLE, Props.
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Sirs. Schumann will not be at homo
tomorrow afternoon.
Herbert W. Clark, chairman of tins
Republican state central committee is
here from Las Vegas. He is registered at the Palace hotel.
Colonel Ralph E. Twitchell, good
roads booster, lawyer and historian,
is at the Palace.
Hon. William H. Andrews, formerly
delegate in congress, formerly chairman of the Republican state central
committee of Pennsylvania, and prominent last year as a candidate for the
U. S. senate, arrived last night, from
the Duke ity. He is at the Palace
hotel. Mr. Andrews is looking well
and was greeted cordially by his many
Santa Fe friends.
Dr. Frank H. II. Roberts, head of
the New Mexico Normal University,
at Las Vegas is here on educational

SELIGMAN BROS. COMPANY

The Most Complete Line
NEW SPRING AND SUMMER

DRESS GOODS
Ever Offered to the People of Santa Fe.

.

The new ,RI8H SUITINGS, WOVEN POMPA
and
DE DUXE
DOUR SILKS, all colors, CREPE
CREPE
FAILLE, ITALIAN RATINES, MERCERAND
CORDUROYS
COTTON
IZED WELTS.
ZEPHand
WHIPCORDS, SILK MORQUISETTES
YRS. Fine assortment of NOVELTIES; also complete line of WHITE GOODS AND TRIMMINGS.

of

3"Come early and take advantage
REMARKABLE SHOWINQ.
.

matters.
Jesus Romero, the well known resident of the Duke ity, is at the Palace
hotel.

this very

EVERYTHING

THE TOURIST

S.

G.

TUCSON,

SMALL,

IN

ADOLF

MILLINERY

CROP
DR.

NEW

Our $2.25 Webster School Shoes, Sizes 8
Our $1.75 Webster Shoes, Sizes 6 to 8, for

125 Palace Ave

FROM

CAPITAL $50,00000
Business

Your Patronage Solicited

SAYS SANTA FE SHOULD

ADVERTISE IN ARIZONA TO CATCH

most prominent: young men in the
will entertain the Roney
city,
boys
HEAT VICTIMS.
upon their arrival here tomorrow. As
announced in the papers, the Honey
"I have just traveled through Ariz, boys will give a concert at the Elks'
ona and I bring back this message theater tomorrow night under the ausAdvertise in pices of the Woman's Club.
to Santa Fe boosters;
Zook's Pharmacy will continue to
Tucson and PhoeniJt papers the ad
handle Johnston's chocolates.
vantages of Santa Fe's climate
There Is no real competition in
pecially summer climate and you wi

W. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier

President.

J.

B. LAMY,

t.

SHOES

lo 2, for

2

210 SAN FRANCISCO ST.

.

$1.50
$1.25

.

PHONE 180.

j

INSURE WITH HAVWARD

AND

REST CONTENT.

If CARE and ACCURACY in preparation
are of importance
You Want Our Policies !

jers which will make New Mexico's is not in competition with the sweat
shop clothing "made to order" at some
capital a GREAT resort."

INSURE WITH HAY WARD AND BE SURE.

JOSEPH

B.

HAYWARD,

MANAGER,

Room 8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe,
::::

I

8

IT'S REAL ESTATE," HAVWARD HAS IT.

That the New Year we have
just entered maybe for each
and every one a Happy New
Year, a year full of Health and Prosperity. With
thanks for all favors shown us, and hoping your

OUR WISH

!
I

IF

N. M.

-

New Year Resolution will be
I

Will

With

Tm'iIp

-

irAiimrt
VIIN

I

ri

II. v.

1

VLWL,)

iruiri rn

Jcvrcixn,
SAN FRANCISCO

ST.

THE STAR PROPRIETOR.
BARN
-

W. A. WILLIAMS,

-

GENERAL LIVERY
Hack and Baggage Lines. Entire Stable
stocked. Best Rigs you can get.
SADDLE

POMES.

TWO AND FOUR HORSE

Phone 139.

OUTFITS.

Re-

PROMPT SERVICE.

310 San Francisco St.

'

DON DIEGO ADDITION
TO THE CITY OF SANTA FE
In Precinct No.

NO

1

:

(5outh Side)

4

e

5ee Us at Once and Get Your Choice of Lots in one of the
Most Desirable Residence Sections of the City.

'

O. C. WATSON & CO.
REAL ESTATE

INSURANCE

SURETY

-

BONDS.

Phone, 189 J.
:
:
1 19 San Francisco St.,
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
H

IIH tt

1

1

MULLIGAN & RISING,

-

LOCAL ITEMS.

FUNERAL DIRECTORS
License Numbers,

Day or Night Phone,

66-6-

f

30 Main.

tura

Next Door to Postoffice,

t

.;!!1!ai!

THE WEATHER.
Santa Fe, X. II., March
For New Mexico: Tonight
Tuesday fair with moderate

CHICHESTER S PILLS
Ask your

CORRICK LIVERY BARN

Take no other.
'

NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY

IX
A

tff

A?

r

"'N'

ye'1

so.?

lruirjfl. iVr A

liny of Tour
PILLSK f

KH M
known as Best. Salest,
r--

ii

Modern Grocery Co.

Hacks and Baggage Transfer. Prompt Attention and the Best
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.

THE SANTA FE HAY AND GRAIN CO.
M. O'CONNELL, Manager.
Phone

214

J

116 GALISTEO

DISTRIBUTOR OF

LEMP'S KEG and BOTTLE BEER
BUDWEISER IN BOTTLES
Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
water.
Agent for Manitou Spring Mineral Water.
Santa Fe, New Mex.
TELEPHONE 35 J

S.C.Buff Orpingtons

TRY

A

FOR HATCHING

CALIFORNIA

$2.00.3 EGGS

has them. Sea the new ad. today.
Billard will make your abstracts
right.
The early hatched Chick makes
Unexcelled!
Women.
Tailors to
the Winter Layer
Where Quality Governs the Price styles, tit, and best materials that
-- OFcan
money
buy. W. H. Goebel Co.
FRESH EGGS FOR THE TABLE.
and Price the Quality
Woman's Club The civic depart
j
iiifiu ui tut; naina re woman s U1U,J
CHAS. A. WHEELON,
will not meet tomorrow (Tuesday),
OUR
DEPART
315 Palace Ave.
Phone 204 J.
WENT IS COMPLETE. NATHAN
SALMON.
Elegantly Furnished Rooms for rent
Bone Codfish,
The finest rooms in the city, having
electric lieht. steam heat ani hatha.
12J4, 15,
The European Hotel, centrally loNEXT SALAD
cated.
State Progressive Headquarters in the hotel.
It Is Simply Delicious !
Ladies' Attention I have just
a fine lino of spring styles for
l2 lb. Cans, 20c
suits, jackets, skits and long coats.
Come and inspect them. Prices reaSoused
I
lb. Cans, 35c
sonable. Julius Muralter, 101 WashFire, Life, Accident
L
lb.
17J4c ington avenue.
Plate Glass, Etc. Etc
1 lb.
A large, front room for rent with
board.
for husband
Suitable
and
wife. 107
Washington Ave.
FULL LINE OF LENTEN
The Lloyds' Moved Dr. and Mr3.
L.cyd have given up the Sparks
Delicacies, Smoked Fish,
City Property, Farms
and will be at the Sanitarium
for one week, after which they wi i
Ranches, Orchards
Canned Fish, Cheese, Etc.
Deviled
be at home at 102 Manhattan av?nue.
Land Grants,
Anderson Brothers Parcel Delivery.
Packages and messagns delivered to
any part of the city, 10 cents. Boy
any second, and minute in the day
Our motto: "Prompt service and safe
Office 214 Palace Ave.
delivery;"
Of A I I K I n d s
Phone 203 J.
NEW WAISTS THAT ARE BEAU
TIES NEVER IN THE HISTORY OP
Telephone 194 W Room
THIS STORE HAVE WE HAD SUCH
A
610 LINE OF BEAUTIFUL
LAUGHLIN BUILDING,
WAISTS. NATHAN SALMON.
WANTED Woman
KAUNE
for general
H.
NEWMEXICO
SANTA FE
housework; must be good cook. Out
of town. Good wages. Apply at office
St. Vincent's Sanitorium, after 6 p. m.
aa
Scratch Padi of all
.... a all qualities, 10 poundsdescriptions
for 50 cent;
Will Entertain Boys-rT- he
Fellow
s
7
- for
ship class, made up of1 some of the ivuunnnixuvinjuwirLnnxutarinuuE New Mexican office

CAN!

You Will Like

Because there you will have a
chance to succeed. There climate,

1

I04

DON GASPER

ST.

Telephone

9 W

FERTILIZERS
FINELY GROUND

...

FOR

LAWNS, GARDENS, GREENHOUSES,

K.

.
Lawn Dressing, per cwt., . .
$2.50
. . .
Blood and Bone Fertilizer, per cwt.,
2.95
.
2.75
Shrubbery and Vines Fertilizer, per cwt.,
Florist Steamed Pure Bone Meal, per cwt., . 3 00
A5K TO SEE SAMPLES.
MEX.
GORMLEY'S GENERAL STORE, SANTA FE, NEW
19 W.

Telephone

In the Cold

Weather a

Rug or Carpet

IS A GREAT CO VIFORT.

We have some of the
e
Finest Brussels Carpets and
kugs to
attract the eye and meet the purse.
We also have some Handsome Furniture,
including an Oak Dining Room Set Which is displayed in our show windows. We ask you to
see this set and also a great variety of Dishes
to Close Out
Cut
which We
Well-Mad-

are Goinf

THE

AKERS

at

WAGNER

Prices from today

UNDERTAKING

AND FURNITURE

CO.

soil and water, in conjunction with
Intelligent labor, work wonders.

j

CALIFORNIA

We
Have

FOR LENT

READY-TO-WEA-

i

FOR YOUR

'

Mustard Sardines

Sardines in Tomato Sauce
Mackerel
can
Tuna ish,
can 30c
Clam Chowder, Clams,
Clam Juice
Japanese Crab Meat
Crabs
FRESH OYSTERS

Celery,

5.

Lettuce,

6

&c.

CO.

Where Prices are Lowest
Safe Quality.

Alfalfa, fruits, garden truck, poultry and dairy products point the
way to more than a mere living.

Tuna Fish

j

j

25c
Mackerel,
French Sardines

STREET.

KRICK&

saHENRY

EGGS

cy.

Easter Boots have arrived; a won
der line, specially tor Easter. Plltieger

Buggies and Saddlers a 5pecialty.

We Buy and Sell for Cash. We Will Save You Money
on Your Feed Bills. Let us have ajTrial
Order and Convince You.

and

Johnston's candy at Zook's Pharma-

ffjunnis fvervwhw

and Grain
HayWholesale
and Retail

5

10

V

r tfft
eliat.lt

Alwavs

J

,

1

N. B. LAUGHLIN,

GO.

GOODS

DRY

I CHILDREN'S

MISSES'

MRS. W. LINDMARDT

BACK

SELIGMAN

C

Special Prices for One Week

- .,

TRUST CO.

Does a General Banking

HOW TO SWELL

D. D. Draper, the representative of
So said Dr. Standley O. Small, the place in the east. Here you can see
Armour Packing company of Albu
well known physician, who left a large what you get, pick it out from his
querque, is at the Palace,
assortment and you know who
E. (.'. Burke, the former postmaster .practice in Pittsburg some years ago large
, makes it.
He makes it right too, or
to come out here to look alter
a
is
out
short
of Santa Fe,
again alter
no money, and the hundreds of suits
own and other people's health.
illness.
"I know there has been a feeling i.ij now being worn by Santa Fe's best
Summers Hurkluirt, the well known
Duke City attorney and legal adviser Santa Fe that we ought to pud to people, is the best, recommendation. spring and summer patof the governor, is here on business. easterners and advertise our climatic, Beautiful
terns.
Order
in
eastern
your Faster suit right
and
other
p'i
advantages
is
the
Montezuma.
at
He
1 am
not an authority on a'-- now and you will have It in time.
M. A. Ross, the lumber man of Al- - pers.
vertislng, but I do know that in some:
LADIES SUITS AND COATS"
buiuerue, is at the Slonlezuma.
of the great eastern cities the sum1' WONDERFUL SHOWING OF NEV
T. H. O'Brien, general manager o''
dollar-few
hundred
j SPRING STYLES
merchant with a
IN THE LADIES
the Stag Canyon Fuel company, ami has
camped with his little store nea" MODELS CREATED BY THE FASH
preminent in metal and coal minim, a great
department store and baskeJ ION LEADERS. NATHAN SALMON
in Colorado, New Mexico and Arizon '. in t
he 'sunshine' of the rich merchant
See Billard of the Santa Fe Title
is here from Dawson.
Abstract Co. for abs!ract work.
Mrs. Nuding has gone to Albuquer advertising.
"My sojourn in Tucson has taugl'l! A Book By Mr. Fraser .Many Sanque to visit friends.
me that Arizonans
have been doing ta Feans will remember the visit naid
.Mrs. Levi Hughes and children
much clever advertising in the cat.' this city a couple, of years ago by
from a very enjoyable visit tj 'and
have obtained results. They ge.. Prof. J. Nelson Fraser, head of the
La Jolla, California, and other points he easterners
out to their state eas!- - British Normal scligpl nt Bombay, In-- j
on the Pacific coast.
era men and women with money, but! dia, and recipient of a salary equal
danbeen
has
who
Charley Dudrow,
Ipoor health easterners in search of n to that of a V, S. senator. It appears
gerously ill with pneumonia for the 'mild clime' to break a cold or to re
that Mr. Fraser on his return to In-- i
past ten days, was reported as slight- jcuperate after an illness. All this is dia
wrote a book of his .travels and
ly improved this noon, and the physi- Iwell and
good and proper, but thb the New York Times takes him to
cians in attendance are anxiously
jyear Tucson has had a frost whicl: task to the tune of a column. Wlieth- awaiting a crisis. The fight for life 'may affect vegetation for the next twe er
Air. Fraser mentions Santa Fe re- the
with
made
little
fellow,
being
by
I have heard
'kickers' com mains to be seen. At all events it. is
the assistance or the physicians amil (years. in Santa Fe at the cold
weatlie' to be hoped he helped advertise this
plain
trained nurses has been wonderlul, or
at the touch of wind that is oun city as well as Boston
and New York.
as pneumonia usually reaches a climax
nevee
occasionally ; but, my heavens,
Triads. Extraordinary and Quintette
in less than ten days.
heard such a long tale of discontent chocolates. Innovation
Sweets, Swiss
Attorney A. B. Renehan has return- as was
poured out in Arizona.
ed from the east where he attended
Style Milk Chocolates Caramels, all1
'Now what must these people say Johnston's, to be found at Zook's
to legal business. Mr. Renehan says
that business conditions seem good, when summer comes along with ri Pharmacy.
TWO MORE WEEKS FOR EAS
the weather was mild, but that he sweltering temperature of one hundONE
MORE
saw but three days of sunshine since red and ten in the shade? What wi!: TER. DON'T DELAY
when
silver
the
indicator
DAY. COME AND LOOK OVER OUR
he left the Sunshine Stale. While in they say
reaches one hundred and thirteen and BIG ASSORTMENT OF
SPRING
Washington and New York Mr. Renehan ran across several Santa Feans one hundred and seventeen? Then ij DRESSES. NATHAN SALMON.
(he time the message
from Santa
Geographers Pleased The visit of
and former Santa Feans.
Feans would fall on grateful
ears. the geographers to Santa Fe last fall
Alvan N. White, state superintend-Then is the time a little notice in has
already borne fruit. In "Science"
ent of public instruction, is back from the
Arizona papers about Santa Fe s Albert Perry Brighani has this to say
he
where
attended
the
Philadelphia
Alaska-liksummer
a
l
would
strike
of the stop here: "Santa Fe
national convention of school super-- !
brought)
I can not raise
enquiring eye.
the party into an old Indian and Span-- :
intendents.
to stentorian tones on this ish
voice
a
and
after
realm,
morning with
Van T. Manville, of the board of re- subject, but I trust the New Mexican
gents, New Mexico Normal school, is will call attention to the possibilities prehistoric remains, the old adobe
church of San Miguel was visited, and
here from Silver City and was a call- cf a clever
advertising campaign i I the ladies and gentlemen of Santa Fe
er this morning at the ollice of the su- Arizona to interest
I
dissatisfle
tpe
gave a reception in the museum, an
perintendent' of public instruction.
easterners in search of the ideal dir.. old
Spanish building, once the gover- miss i.auiu wimiocK, wno nas Deennje
There may be no ideal climate
visiting her sister here, left Satur- - in this world for a sick man, but ce.' nor's palace, now used for purposes
of archaeology.
It was not all archaeday for Luinberton, N. M.
tainly anta Fe never looked so gooe
ology, however, for the refreshments
Miss Dora Campbell, an attractive to me as on my return from the
balmy were good, the attire might have
southern girl, who has been here durideal Arizona clime.
been seen in Chicago or Philadelphia,
ing the legislative session, will leave
"Let Santa Fe feel
of theii and the reception M as preceded
by
Friday for Albuquerque. Miss Camp-- ! climate, but let them proud
tell the goo" Indian war dances, with all the ac- Den nas been in New Mexico about a news to
others. We would all be hapof hideous sounds,
year and is a staunch friend and py if we were really thankful for the companiments
feathers, and barbaric display to ii
booster for the Sunshine State.
nature
has
blessings
poured out upot which the civilized Indian is still able
state this capital of a wonderful
Reports from Albuquerque
state."
to return." Santa Fe ladies will be
that, Frank Butt, the well known SanDr. Small's many friends are gla
to know that the geographers
pleased
ta Fe pharmacist, is able to sit up and to see him back
in Santa Fe and 1
is steadily improving.
He was oper- know that his stock of cheerfulness is found their gowns smart as those of
the great eastern cities.
ated on for appendicitis recently.
greater than ever before.
UNDER MUSLINS.
SPLENDID
Will C- Lapoint, editor of the Las
SHOWING OF
NEW ARRIVALS
Cruces: Citizen, and well known to
PRINCESS
SLIPS, COMBINATION
Santa Feans, is a visitor in the capiSUITS. GOWNS,
ETC.
NATHAN
tal city for the wind-uof the mem
SALMON.
orable session of our state legisla- -

SELIGMAN BROS. COMPANY
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UNITED STATES BANK

MEXICAN

FE-NE-

NW

Colonist Excursions

1

March 15th to April 15th
1913.

INSURANCE

stopover

Modern Grocery Co,

privileges.

For tickets,

Etc

reserva-

tions, information

and

copy of ".San Joaquin

Bonds

H

M., lo Los

Three fast trains daily from Kansas
City carry tourist sleepers and free
chair ears. Harvey meals.

resi-('fuc- e

Fresh Fish,
Oysters,
K.C. Meats

tick-

secuiiil-clas-

one-wa-

Kan Francisco,
San Diego and
to many ot) r points in California
will be sold for $30.0. Corresponding
fare from points on other lines In connection Willi ilie Santa Fe. l.ionai

REAL ESTATE

Surety

Tlii'ii

ets from Santa Fe, X.

Valley"

folder, apply.

H.S.LUTZ, Aft., SANTA FE.N.M

j

sanitar V iBAKERy.
Proprietor.
AMADO GUTicRREZ,

Bread, Rolls, all kinds of Cakes
Cakes a Specialty.
Pies,
Wedding Co.
handle our
Kuune
Wroeery
Bread unci Kolls.

Cakes,

IFHOITE 246 J. 108 OA1ISTEO ST
Fresh Made Pretzels.
,

fe new mexicak

SAdTA

SWITZERLAND OF AMERICA.

THE

Santa Fe New Mexican

J. Wight GIddhigs.

The Oldest Bank in the State.

William F. Brogan

.uauy,

.

mall
per
Dally, sU month., by mall
. .
woaic v. ner vear....
tw
MJ

the test of a' bank's endurance and strength.
determines Its adaptability to changing conditions. This bank has successfully withstood all the
country's financial and commercial disasters for over
forty years. Its management has regarded safety as of
the first Importance In banking, a tradition that still
rules Its policy, but the bank is not living on Its history
but depends for Its prosperity upon adaptability to presentime

President

..

,

SUBSCRIPTION RATES
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enjoy dancing, lis Ling, hunting, horseback riding tennis
Where are you going to spend your vacation? If you
.
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num-uane.v T....1.
n
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Accommodations already reserved ahead to July. Is
and two room cabins or rooms in main building.
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VALLEY RANCH, NEW MEXICO'
but nobody got any of it, and on his
ilace was written unliappiness, discon-

"SW

FACTS PRESENTED
IN PROPOSED NEW
ACUIlAR COUNTV

REMARKS

PHONES:

needs.
Credit and Deposit AcCommercial Bills discounted.
counts opened. Letters of Credit and Drafts Issued on
all Countries.
Coupons collected and cashed. Stock ExSales and Purehasra effected.
Telegraphlo
change
transfers of money made.
It is important for every business house to establish
bank
banking relations with a strong, service-givinwhere credit can be had when required.
Exchange your Inactive funds for our t me Certificates
of Deposit.
Confer with our officers In regard to your banklig
business.

J.

.

b

1

I

Assistant Cashier.

Cashier.

FOUR PER CENT

(4) Per Annum

Interest

1

Paid on TIME DEPOSITS

'i"

"'

.v.

,.,.

,.,.

ti,m

I

ZARAPERIA MEXICANA,
EDDY DELOADO, PROPRIETOR.
MANUFACTURER OF

Balleta Blankets, Rugs, Scarfs, Pillow Tops with Navajo and
and Mexican Designs, Heavy Rugs made of Native
Wool with Navajo Designs. Lettering, Etc.

Both Native and Germantown Wool Used.
Send
1

nict-pnui-

1

FRANK McKANE,

B. READ,

ui-i-

Jj

111

Is

t-day

Booklet Free on Request -

THE VALLEY RANCH.

All of Today's News Today "

.

tent, lugubriousness.
What was it all tor? What did he
gain by it?
I would lather be a worker and poor
The bill for the new county of
with
Well Major, only five tno.-- j day for than the West Koxbury hermit,
which divides Mora county,
Aguilar
that coal oil probe. How is the price $150,000.
making the county seats at Wagon
cf coal also?
Mound and Mora, is based on statistics
"FOR OF SUCH IS THE KINGDOM
HEAVEN."
below.
OF
They go to show what the
the
favor
Eighteen more stales
a new county would have to offer in the
a
in
city
Kentucky
Not
BUSINESS OFFICE 31 W EDITORIAL ROOMS 31
ago
long
election of V. S. senators. How
teacher reported to the mothers' club way of promising possibilities:
about New Mexico, fellers?
ir. connection with her school that one
Area, 1SH.S square miles.
never went home for lunch
little
Population, 4ii00 to BO00.
boy
can
NOT AMALGAMATING
of
the
legisUt'.r.re.
The
.7,
recess hour. She thought he
valuation of taxable prop- Assessed
at
the
.,,,,inv iki. in Santa Fe. of the Progressive state cel.- hardly doings
It
a
as
lvcjnl.
be spoken of
hum nf Htroui'
and
lUU'lllKfUL, ufinmu,...
to 1912 tax rolls, $t,-- I
ibis,
'was
perhaps,
hungry,
according
'
is more like an aching void.
and his 1y1"11n
marks
Hlatw. and who are not, "disbad
the
his
of
Hio
for
counted
.,
eood
10
L.MUins.
miiv
.i,
'Ml
I"" ti
politicians.
assessed valuation for
naughty behavior. She thought, per-- j
probahle
appointed oilice seekers," or
The legislature ought to pass a biil ihaps,
it would be a good thing for the jgj. hy accretions under the decis-!clu....
cintin chairman of the committee again, not zebo- I
for
a
(Um
Represeday
appropriating $5
t'h Btate boarj of equalization
to see that the boy got some in-- inn
hey recopn
cause he wanted it. but because the committee wanted linn
the official house
I, ntative Young as
lunch every day.
advance
in
state's
the
expensive
interest
his
ami
of
21, 1913, to assess corporMexico
in
February
New
his long residence
111 the
stat, , jester.
The club duly investigated and made ation property at actual valuation,
as well as the fact that he was one of the first Progressives
looked
the formal
report that it had
.
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NOTICE rOR PUBLICATION.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M
February 27, 1913.

Department

Notice is hereby
given that Jose
Manuel Romero, of Santa Fe, New
Mexico, who, on August 22, 1912, filed
notice of intention to make flna.
proof in support of his claim under
Sec. 16 and 17 of the Act ot March 3,
1S91 (26 Stats., S54) as amended by
the Act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats
470) for Lots 1 and 2, Sec. 33, T. 17
N and Lot 3, Sec. 4, T. 16 N., and
Sec. 33, T. 17 N., R. 9 E., containing
in all 40.11 acres, before the Register
and Receiver, U. S. Land Office, Santa
Fe, New Mexico, On April 15, 1913.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Candelaria Romero,, Ascencion Romero, Jose Manuel Gonzales, Matias
Rael, all of (Agua Fria) Santa Fe,
New Mexico.
MANUEL
OTERO,
Register.

Department of the Interior, U. S.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., March
1, 1913.

Notice
Is hereby
given that
Thomas W. Roberts, of Santa Fe, N.
M., who, on February 5, 1909, made
Homestead Entry No. 08716, for S
SecNW
Sec. 2 and N
SW
tion 11, Townshl. 16 N., Range 9 E.,
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of
intention to make three year proof, to
establish claim to the land above described, before Register and (Receiver,
V. S. Land Office, at Santa Fe, N. M
on the 11th day of April, 1913.
Claimant
names as
witnesses:
Tl.cmas Delgado, W. M. Perry, Samuel
Failer, E. H. Baca, all of Santa Fe, N.
2

4

1--

2

M.

MANUEL B. OTERO,

Register.

a

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior, U. S.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., FebNOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior,
ruary 1, 1913.
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fp, N. M.
Notice is hereby given that Reyes
March 3, 1913.
Ourule, of La Jara, N. M who, on
Notice is hereby given that FranJune
made Homestead Entry
cisco Brito, of Santa Fe, N. M., who, No. 10, 1910,
013618, for SW
Section 16,
on Jan. 16, 1908, made
Homestead Townish 22
N., Range 1 W., N. M. P.
No.
for
SE
14
Entry
haB filed notice of intenMeridian,
NE
SE
E
See 26, NE
esNE
Section 35, Township 16 N., tion to make five year proof, to
'
d
above
to
tablish
land
claim
the
Range 10 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has
W.
Charles
before
Holman,
scribed,
filed notice of intention to make flvo
year proof, to establish claim to the U S. Comr., Cabezon, N. M., on March
land above described, before Register 15, 1913.
as witnesses:
and Receiver, V. S. Land Office, a;
names
Claimant
Santa Fe, N. M., on the lfith day of Nicolas Gutierrez, Trinidad Duran,
Juan Duran, all of La Jara, N. M.; J.
April, 1913.
Claimant names as witnesses :
Marino Cordova, of Cuba, N. M.
12864-05432

1-- 4

4

Marcelino Sandoval, Canuto Ortiz,
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Cesario DeLora, Mateo DeLora, all
Register.
of Santa Fe, N. M.
:
MANUEL P. OTBRO,
It will not pay you to waste your
Hegtster. time writing out your legal forms
when you can get them already print
Just Try a New Mexican Want A ed at the New Mexican Printing.
-- .
If you
autak returns.
Company. -
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